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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION

Washington, D.C.

In the Matter of

CERTAIN VISION-BASED DRIVER

ASSISTANCE SYSTEM CAMERAS AND luv. N0_33-,_TA_90-,
COMPONENTS THEREOF

ORDER 16: DENYING RESPONDENT TRW’S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
DETERMINATION OF NO VIOLATION OF SECTION 337 WITH

' . RESPECT TO ASSERTED U.S. PATENT NO. 8,692,659

(November 20, 2014)

On October 27, 2014, Respondent TRW Automotive U.S. LLC (”TRW”) moved for

summary determination of no violation of section 337 with respect to U.S. Patent No. 8,692,659

(“the ’659 patent”). (Motion No. 907-023.) On November 6, 2014, the Commission

Investigative Staff (“Staff”) filed its response submitting that TRW’s motion for summary

determination of no violation should be denied, but that a summary determination that the

accused devices do not directly infringe the asserted claims of the ’659 patent would be

appropriate. On November 10, 2014,‘Complainant Magna Electronics Inc. (”Magna”) filed its

opposition to the motion. ‘

Summary Determination

Pursuant to Commission Rule 210.18, summary determination “... shall be rendered if

pleadings and any depositions, answers to interrogatories, and admissions on file, together with

the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the

moving party is entitled to a summary determination as a matter of law.” (19 C.F.R. § 2l0.l8(b);

see also DeMarini Sports, Inc. v. Worth, Inc., 239 F.3d 1314, 1322 (Fed. Cir. 2001); Wenger
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Mfg., Inc. v. Coating Machinery Systems, Inc, 239 F.3d 1225, 1231 (Fed. Cir. 2001).) The

evidence “must be viewed in the light most favorable to the party opposing the motion . . . with

doubt resolved in favor of the nonmovant.” (Crown Operations Int ’l, Ltd. v. Solutia, Inc., 289

F.3d 1367, 1375 (Fed. Cir. 2002); see also Xerox Corp. v. 3Com Corp., 267 F.3d 1361, 1364

(Fed. Cir. 2001) (“When ruling on a motion for summary judgment, all of the nonmovant’s

evidence is to be credited, and all justifiable inferences are to be drawn in the nomnovant’s

favor.”).) “Issues of fact are genuine only if the evidence is such that a reasonable [fact finder]

could return a verdict for the nonmoving party.” (Id. at 1375; quoting Anderson v. Liberty

Lobby, Inc, 477 U.S. 242, 248 (1986)).) The trier of fact should “assure itself that there is no

reasonable version of the facts, on the summary judgment record, whereby the nonmovant could

prevail, recognizing that the purpose of summary judgment is not to deprive a litigant of a fair

hearing, but to avoid an unnecessary trial.” (EMI Group North America, Inc. v. Intel C0rp., 157

F.3d 887, 891 (Fed. Cir. 1998).) “\lVhere an issue as to a material fact cannot be resolved

without observation of the demeanor of witnesses ir1order to evaluate their credibility, summary

judgment is not appropriate.” (Sandt Technology, Ltd. v. Resco Metal and Plastics C0rp., 264

F.3d 1344, 1357 (Fed. Cir. 2001) (Dyk, J ., concurring).) “In other words, ‘[s]ummary judgment

is authorized when it is quite clear what the truth is,’ [citations omitted], and the law requires

judgment in favor of the movant based upon facts not in genuine dispute.” (Paragon Podiatry

Laboratory, Inc. v. KLM Laboratories, I_nc.,984 F.2d 1182, 1185 (Fed. Cir. 1993).)

Direct Infringement

Under 35 U.S.C. § 271(a), direct infringement consists of making, using, offering to sell,

or selling a patented invention without consent of the patent owner. (35 U.S.C. § 271(a).)

Determining patent infringementiis a two-step process. Once the claims have been construed, the
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second step is to compare the construed claims to the accused device. This comparison is a

question of fact, determined according to the evidence presented. (Advanced Cardiovascular

Sys. v. SciMed Life Sys., I_nc.,261 F.3d 1329, 1336 (Fed. Cir. 2001).) “To prevail, the plaintiff

must establish by a preponderance of the evidence that the accused device infringes one or more

claims of the patent either literally or under the doctrine of equivalents.” (Id.) Literal direct

infringement exists where every element of a claim reads exactly on an accused device. (Allen

Eng ’g Corp. v. Bartell Indus, 299 F.3d 1336, 1345 (Fed. Cir. 2002).)

TRW does not dispute that it imports accused products - i.e., the Mobileye EyeQ

processor chip, which is a component of TRW’s vision-based driver assistance system camera.

(Memo. at 10.) TRW, however, contends that these components are not elements of the asserted

claims of the ’659 patent - nor is the camera into which the components are installed in the

United States and later sold by TRW in the United States after importation of the components.

(Id.) Specifically, TRW argues that “[c]laims 3 and 92 claim an accessory mounting system

comprising certain specific mounting elements such as ‘structure [] configured to accommodate a

forward facing camera.’” (Memo. at 12; citing ’659 patent independent claim 1 (from which

claim 3 depends); ’659 patent independent claim 90 (from which claims 92 depends) (emphasis

in original).) Therefore, TRW contends that “[b]ecause a camera and components thereof are not

an element of any asserted claims of the ’659 patent, the accused importation and sale after

importation of these products cannot comprise direct infringement of the asserted claims of the

‘659 patent.” (Memo. at 19.)

In response, Magna contends that a camera is an element of claim 1 of the ’659 patent

and in turn an element of the assertedclaims of the ’659 patent. (Opp. at 7-8; 14) Specifically,

Magna points out that asserted claim 3 of the ’659 patent reads as follows: “[t]he accessory
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mounting system of claim 1, wherein said forward facing camera comprises a CMOS imaging

device.” (Opp. at 6; citing ’695 Patent col. 45:6-7.) Furthermore, Magna contends that “[i]f

claim 1 did not claim a forward facing camera, the approach TRW urges, claim 3’s additional

limitation —that the forward facing camera comprises a CMOS imaging device —would be

rendered meaningless.” (Opp. at 8.) And, Magna points out that Federal Circuit precedent

rejects TRW’s approach. (Opp. at 8-9; citing Ortho-McNeil Pharm., Inc. v. Caraco Pharma.

Labs., Ltd., 476 F.3d 1321, 1327-28 (Fed. Cir. 2007) (rejecting a claim construction that would

have “render[cd] meaningless another claim’s limitation”).)

The Staff points out that asserted claim 3 specifies that “said” camera is “forward facing”

and “comprises a CMOS imaging device.” (Staff at 10; quoting ’659 Patent at 45:6-7.) The

Staff also points out that claim 90 of the ’659 patent, from which asserted claim 92 depends,

“recites a structure configured to accommodate a forward facing camera, but then requires that

‘said forward facing camera comprises a CMOS imaging device[.]”’ (Id.; quoting ’659 Patent at

55:19-27.) The Staff, therefore, contends that the asserted claims recite particular limitations on

the camera to be housed in the claimed structure. (Staff at 10.) Therefore, “[t]he Staff submits

that under such circumstances, the “camera” is a necessary element of the asserted claims.” (Id.)

Consequently, the Staff contends that in order for the claimed invention of an accessory

mounting system to fall within the asserted claims, it must be used in conjunction with a camera

of a type specified in the claims. (Staff at ll.) “The Staff agrees with TRW that TRW’s S

CAMS do not directly infringe the asserted claims of the ’659 patent at least because each of

those claims are directed to an ‘accessory mounting system for a vehicle,’ and not a camera.”

(Staff at 8.) According to the Staff, “[t]he claimed accessory mounting system comprises a

number of elements not present in the TRW S-CAMs, including most particularly a ‘vehicle.”’
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(Id) Specifically, the Staff contends that “[t]he claimed vehicle is disclosed in the bodies of

independent claims 1 and 90, not merely in the preambles of those claims,_and constitutes an

essential part of the claimed invention.” (Id.) And, thus, the Staff argues that the vehicle is an

essential element of the asserted dependent claims, which depend from claims 1 and 90. (Id.;

citing e.g., Wahpeton Canvas C0. v. Frontier, 1nc., 870 F.2d 1546, 1552 n.9 (Fed. Cir. 1989)

(“One who does not infringe an independent claim cannot infringe a claim dependent on (and

thus containing all the limitations of) that claim.”). Therefore, the Staff concludes that without a

“vehicle,” there can be no literal direct infringement of claims 3 and 92 of the ’659 patent. (Staff

at 8-9.) '

The Staff also points out that the claimed “vehicle” is not the only element of the asserted

claims missing from the accused products but that various other elements are not present in the

accused TRW S-CAMs such as (1) an attachment element adhesively attached at an in-cabin

surface of a vehicle windshield; (2) a vehicle windshield of a vehicle; (3) a mirror mounting

button; (4) a plurality of attachment members adhesively attached at the in-cabin surface of the

vehicle windshield; (5) an interior rearview mirror assembly; (6) a mirror head comprising a

mirror reflective element and a mirror casing; (7) a mirror support; (8) a mirror mount; (9) a

structure configured for mounting to said plurality of attachment members; and (10) a light

absorbing layer disposed at the vehicle windshield. (Staff at 9; comparing Exhibit A (’659

patent) at 44:31-62, 45:6-7, 54:61 to 56:7 with Fig. 1.) Then, the Staff contends that Magna does

not, and could not, assert that the S-CAMs themselves contain any of these features and,

accordingly, the absence of any one of these elements is sufficient to defeat an allegation of

literal direct infringement. (Staff at 9; citing Allen Eng’g, 299 F.3d at 1345 (for literal

infringement, every element of claim must read exactly on accused device).) “Thus, in the
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Staffs view, TRW’s request for a summary determination that the accused TRW S-CAMs and

components thereof, standing alone, do not directly infringe the asserted claims of the ’659

patent should be granted.” (Id.)

While TRW and the Staff put forth compelling arguments that the accused products do

not meet every element-of the asserted claims of the ’695 patent for direct infringement, the ALJ

finds that they have not met the high burden of proving so on summary determination. First,

Magna has not yet had the opportunity to be fully heard on claim construction and obtain a

construction on the proper scope of the asserted claims. Therefore, a detailed factual analysis

comparing the as-yet-to-be construed claim terms to the accused TRW S-CAM products cannot

be completed at this time. (See Advanced Cardiovascular Sys. v. SciMed Life Sys., Ina, 261 F.3d

1329, 1336 (Fed. Cir. 2001).) Indeed, the lack of claim construction to ascertain the meaning of

certain claim terms, inter alia, “camera,” “vehicle” and other terms, precludes an appropriate

factual analysis between these not yet construed claims and the accused products. Consequently,

the ALJ finds that summary determination of no direct infringement is not warranted. (See WMS

Gaming, Inc. v. Int’l Game Tech, 184 F.3d 1339, 1346 (Fed. Cir. 1999).) I

Second, there remain genuine disputes as to material facts. For example, a genuine

dispute exists concerning the direct infringement accusation in this Investigation. While TRW

contends that Magna only accuses TRW’s scalable camera sold to GM as infringing the asserted

claims of the ’659 patent, Magna contends that the asserted claims of the ’659 patent are directly

infringed by an accessory mounting system for a vehicle that contains a TRW scalable camera

module. (See TRW’s SMF 114; see also Magna’s SMF Response 1[4.) While TRW contends

that Magna’s direct infringement accusation is limited to TRW’s scalable cameras sold to GM,
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Magna contends direct infringement by TRW for any accessory mounting system for a vehicle

that contains a TRW scalable camera module.

Contributogy Infringement

TRW contends that “[b]ecause a forward facing camera is not a claim element, TRW

cannot contributorily infringe as its S-Cam is .not a ‘material part’ of the claimed invention

allegedly covered by the ’659 patent for purposes of contributory infringement.” (Memo. at 20;

citing e.g., Certain Electronic Devices, Comm’n Op. at 14 n. 9 (“[l]n an investigation based on

an allegation of contributory infringement, the imported article may be ‘a component . . .

constituting a material part of the invention’ that is ‘especially adapted for use _in an

infringement’ of a patent, and ‘not a staple article or commodity of commerce suitable for

substantial noninfringing use”).) Accordingly, TRW argues that its importation of camera

components and sales after importation of its vision-based driver assistance system camera

cannot involve importing, selling for importation or selling after importation an article that

directly or indirectly infringes the asserted claims of the ’659 patent. (Memo; at 20-21.)

In response, Magna submits that “[t]o prevail on a claim of contributory infringement in a

Section 337 case, Magna must show that, inter alia: (1) there is an act of direct infringement in

violation of Section 337; (2) TRW imported, sold for importation, or sold after importation

within the United States, an accused component that contributed to another’s direct infringement;

(3) the component is a material part of the claimed invention; and (4) the accused device has no

substantial non-infringing uses.” (Opp. at 25; citing 35 U.S.C. § 27l(c), and Spansion, Incl v.

lnt’l Trade"Comm ’n, 629 F.3d 1331, 1353 (Fed. Cir. 2010).) Magna then contends that TRW

does not dispute that GM directly infringes the ’659 patent. (Opp. at 25-26; citing TRW Br. at

18-19 (stating that, if Magna’s allegations are taken as true, GM’s mounting system satisfies all
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claim elements of the asserted claims of the ’659 patent).) Additionally, Magna contends that

TRW does not dispute that “it imports the S-Cam 2 and components thereof into the United

States and additionally that it sells the S-Cam 2 back into the United States.” (Opp. at 26; citing

TRW Br. at 10; citing also Exh. 9 at 368:8-20.) Thus, Magna submits that “for purposes of

TRW’s motion, the only issues regarding contributory infringement are whether the camera and

components thereof are a material part of the claimed invention, and whether the S-Cam 2 sold

to GM hasany substantial non-infringing uses.” (Opp. at 26.) Magna then cites to the Staff‘s

brief to support its argument as the Staff stated that TRW’s motion should be denied because

genuine issues of material fact exist regarding these issues. (See Staff at 12 (“there are disputed

questions of material fact that preclude summary determination of the issue [of contributory

infringement].”).) Thus, Magna argues that TRW’s motion should be denied with respect to

contributory infringement “[b]ecause there are genuine issues of material fact regarding whether

the S-Cam is a material part of the claimed invention, and whether the S-Cam 2 sold to GM has

any substantial noninfringing uses.” (Opp. at 26.)

The Staff argues that asserted claim 3 states that “said” camera is “forward facing” and

“comprises a CMOS imaging device.” (Staff at 9; quoting ’659 patent at 45:6-7.) And,

“[s]imilarly, claim 90, from which asserted claim 92 depends, recites a structure configured to

accommodate a forward facing camera, but then requires that ‘said forward facing camera

comprises a CMOS imaging device[.]’” (1d.; quoting ’659 patent at 55:19-27.) Thus, the Staff

contends that the “camera” is a necessary element of the asserted claims because the asserted

claims recite particular limitations on the camera to be housed in the claims’ “structure.” (Staff

at 9.) Thus, the Staff contends that “[a]fter demonstrating that TRW’s S-CAMs are forward

facing cameras comprising CMOS imaging devices, Magna will then need to establish the
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elements of contributory infringement, including: (1) that the S-CAMs have no substantial

noninfringing uses; and (2) that TRW knew that the combination for which its S-CAMs were

especially made was both patented and infringing.” (Staff at 12, citing Golden Blount, Inc. v.

Robert H Peterson C0., 365 F.3d 1054, 1061 (Fed. Cir. 2004).) And, the Staff points out that

items (1) and (2) above are contested issues of material fact (Staff at 12; citing Exh. C

(Kazerooni Reb. Rep. (Oct. 1, 2014)) 111156, 67-74.) The Staff, therefore, argues that “the

question of whether contributory infringement exists cannot be resolved by summary

determination, and TRW’s motion should be denied.” (Staff at 12.)

The AL] agrees with the Staff that whether the S-CAMs have no substantial non

infringing uses and whether TRW knew that the combination for which its S-CAMs were

especially made was both patented and infringing, inter alia, cannot be resolved by summary

determination because issues of material fact exist in order to decide if TRW meets all the

requirements for contributory infringement of the asserted claims of the ’659 patent.

Induced Infringement

TRW contends that even “assuming Magna’s allegations regarding inducement are true,

Magna still cannot show a violation of Section []337 because TRW’s alleged actions regarding

inducement are just that: alleged acts.” (Memo. at 21.) TRW also submits that it “does not

import, sell for importation or sell after importation an article that infringes the ’659 patent

regardless of

(Memo. at 21, citing 19 U.S.C. § l337(a)(l)(B).) TRW thus points out that “[b]ecause a camera

and components thereof are not an element of the asserted claims of the ’659 patent, TRW’s

specific designing of them and importation of them and sale of them to [Original Equipment

Manufacturer (OEM)] vehicle manufacturers also cannot comprise induced infringement.”
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(Memo. at 21.) Thus, TRW argues that “the OEM’s vehicle will infringe or not infringe the

asserted claims of the ’659 patent irrespective of whether they are equipped with TRW’s accused

camera.” (Mem0..at 21.) ' \

Magna responds that TRW induces infringement of the asserted claims of the ’659 patent

bydesigningitsS-CAMStobemountedina vehicleinawaythatinfringes,_

— andinstructs,directsandmarketsto itscustomersthemeansto directly

infringe. (Oppi at 21-25.) Asia specific example of the factual nature of Magna’s allegation of

induced infringement against TRW, Magna alleges, inter alin, that “TRW’s documents establish

that TRW induces GM to infringe the ’659 patent.” (Opp. at 24; citing e.g., Exhibit 13 

Exhibit l4

Exhibit 15

Exhibit16_
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TheStaffcontends“[e]venassumingthatMagnacanestablishthat—

that_TRW has advertised to General Motors

the means for directly infringing the ’659 patent, and that General Motor’s accessory mounting

system actually infringes the asserted claims, there are other questions of fact that must be

resolved before this issue can be determined.” (Staff at 13-14.) Specifically, the Staff points out

one contested question of material fact with respect to inducedlinfringement in that “Magnavmust

prove that TRW acted knowingly and with specific intent to encourage direct infringement by

another.” (Staff at 14; citing e.g., Limelight Networks, Inc. v. Akamai Techs, Inc., 134 S. Ct.

2111, 2117 (2014); and citing Exh. C (Kazerooni Reb. Rep.) 111]57_-66.) As such, the Staff

contends that TRW’s motion for summary determination should be denied. (Staff at 14.)

In line with the ruling on contributory infringement above, the ALJ also agrees with the

Staff that contested questions of material fact exist with respect to induced infringement and

therefore summary determination is not appropriate. Specifically, a question of material fact

exists with respect to the question of whether TRW acted knowingly and with specific intent to

encourage direct infringement by General Motors (“GM”). Additionally, other questions of

material‘fact exist with respect to inducedinfringementsuch as whether—

and whether TRW adveltised to GM the

means for directly infringing the ’659 patent.

For the reasons set forth above, the ALJ hereby DENIES Motion No. 907-O23. To be

clear, numerous questions of material fact currently exist with respect to direct and indirect

infringement of the asserted claims of the ’659 patent in this investigation. As such, a summary

determination ruling of no violation of Section 337 based on no direct nor indirect infringement

by TRW with respect to the asserted claims of the ’659 patent is not appropriate at this time.
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i Within seven days of the date of this document, each party shall submit to the Office of

the Administrative L_a'wJudges a statement as to whether or not it seeks to have any portion of

this documentdeleted from the public version. Any‘patty seeking to have any portion of this

document deleted from the public version thereof shall also submit to this office a copy of this

document with bredbrackets indicating any portion asserted to contain confidential business

information. The parties’ submissions maybe made by; facsimile and/or hard copy by the

aforementioned date. The parties’ submissions concerning the public version of this document

need not be filed with the Conmiission Secretary. " 

t SO’ ORDERED. i ‘

1 TheodoreR.Essex /Administrative Law Judge » 

r
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